Cygilant

Security-as-a-Service
Bringing enterprise-class security to you, no matter your
size or budget.
Rooted in 20 years of experience and with hundreds of customers,
Cygilant Security-as-a-Service offers access to some of the best
cybersecurity experts in the market with the technology, knowledge
and proven procedures to tackle security threats proactively in a
simple and affordable way.

Simple, integrated service:
From SIEM to VM to PM,
Cygilant has your back.

Cyber threats are real. We believe everyone should be secure regardless
of size or budget. Cygilant Security-as-a-Service liberates you from the
stress, cost and complexity of achieving enterprise-class security.

Don’t break the bank on hiring or
cybersecurity products. Get results
now. Cygilant Security-as-a-Service
is your cybersecurity team.
Why Cygilant is your
Cybersecurity Team

Founded in 2001, Cygilant is led by
a seasoned team of cybersecurity
executives, technologists and some
of the world’s leading investors.
We make ‘enterprise-class’ security
accessible to everyone. Customers
select us because we simplify a
complex problem, cost-effectively.

Whether augmenting a security
program or starting from scratch,
Cygilant hunts, detects and quickly
responds to threats by leveraging its
dedicated Cybersecurity Advisors,
24×7 Security Operations (SOC)
team and our SOCVue® Platform.

Cybersecurity Advisors

24×7 SOC Team

SOCVue Platform

Our experts are your experts. We
work one-on-one with you as an
extension of your team to identify
and meet you security goals.

We operate global SOCs with four
tiers of humans from level 1s to 4s
working around the clock.

Simplify and consolidate multiple
streams of security data from
vulnerability management and
patch management to detect and
respond to threats faster.

The Company We Keep
Because, no one should tackle
cybersecurity alone.

Cygilant integrates with best-of-breed solutions to leverage the investments
you’ve already made. It’s your stack, we’re here to help.

A simple approach to complex cybersecurity problems, and a team that
has your back.
Cygilant SOCVue provides three core products. Select all or one to gain access to our Cygilant Cybersecurity
Advisors and 24x7 SOC team for monitoring, management and compliance. Your CSA will conduct monthly
reviews with your team on your security posture and overall system health.

SIMPLIFY with
SOCVue Security
Monitoring

Cygilant security monitoring manages the complexity of SIEM and
Log Management products. We collect security events across your IT
infrastructure, network, and applications. The Cygilant SOC triages and
investigates potential security incidents to give you rapid actionable
recommendations. For your SIEM, you can choose either our SecureVue®
Cloud platform or leverage AlienVault.
• Continuous monitoring of log and event data to detect potential
security incidents
• Integrated network intrusion detection (IDS), file integrity monitoring
(FIM), and threat intelligence feeds

DETECT with
SOCVue Vulnerability
Management

DISCOVER with
SOCVue Patch
Management

We perform regular discovery scans using Qualys VM, Nessus, or Rapid7
to identify IT assets on your network. Regular scans detect vulnerabilities
in the OS, applications, and services running on your assets. We prioritize,
assign, investigate and remediate vulnerabilities.
• Vulnerability reports that provide guidance for reducing your attack surface
• Executive reports to provide summary data for all stakeholders
• Targeted scans for new or modified systems upon request

We set up scanning to discover missing software patches that leave your IT
assets exposed. Our SOCVue platform helps schedule, approve and deploy
patches. Patching is performed using Cygilant patch agents
and optional local patch server, in partnership with Ivanti.
• Automated patch installation, scanning and rollbacks
• Configurable role-based access control to separate change control duties
• Large OS and third party application patch repository to cover popular
business applications
• Weekly patching audit trail reports and monthly executive reports to
demonstrate compliance and show organization progress

Join 200+ businesses that trust Cygilant

“I’ve seen firsthand the variables
that mid-sized organizations
have to deal with when it comes
to securing their organizations.
Cygilant’s Cybersecurity Advisors
help organizations improve safety,
trust and privacy.”

Will Semple
Cybersecurity Director, eBay

“Cygilant allows us to meet PCI
and HIPAA requirements, access
an ideal mix of cybersecurity
features and services in a flexible
OpEx model, and tap into senior
cybersecurity experts that we would
not be able to retain in-house.”
Howie Cheney
COO, Fonative

“Cygilant Security-as-a-Service helps us to bridge our resources gap and gain
much better visibility into what’s happening on our networks.”
Tyler Campbell, IT Security at Connecticut College

Get the Proof You Need
to Know You Are Safe
We are proud of our Security-as-a-Service and know
you’ll be impressed. Let us prove it to you. You can
enroll in a Cygilant proof of concept that demonstrates
how quickly we help you get safe in an unsafe world.

Let’s talk
1-877-564-7787
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